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A consistent methodology for the analysis of buckling phenomena in three dimensional solids is presented in this Part I and a
straightforward application of this theory to a simple structure will be treated in the forthcoming Part [ . The main objective of
the work in this Part I is to derive the asymptotic equation from the complicate three dimensional stability equation so that we
may obtain the buckling solution in the strained solids analytically and/or numerically very easily. The desired accurate equations
are obtained through the regular asymptotic technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The buckling phenomenon usually occurs in such solid
structures as bar, column, plate and shell etc. when those
solid structures are strained beyond the critical load. Those
bar, column, plate and shell are basic components of all kinds
of machinery like automobile, aircraft, ship etc. as well as of
the architectural structures like bridge, house etc.. It is not
wanted for this buckling to happen during the actual loading
process, but such a phenomenon is very interesting to the
observer. The term "buckling" here is a generic one and
incorporates all abrupt changes in the deformation pattern of
a structure, occuring in the course of a loading process. In
mathematical terms the corresponding phenomenon is called
"bifurcation" and it involves the loss of uniqueness in the
solution of the nonlinear governing equations for the pertain
ing boundary value problem describing the deformation of
the structure in question.

Although the first buckling study goes back to Euler, i.e.,
the so-called Euler's beam theory, the theoretical mathemati
cal foundation for the theory of structural stability as a
bifurcation problem is due to the recent works of Koiter
(1945) and Hill (1957, 1958). Thereafter, vast efforts were
made to solve the buckling problem. However, the results
were not so much satisfactory (see Timosenko (1961), Hut
chinson (1974) ). The main difficulty in solving the bifurcation
equation is due to the nonlinearity (largely, the geometric
nonlinearity and the material nonlinearity). Hence, it is
extremely difficult to get the mathematical closed form
solution of a specific buckling problem even though it has a
simple geometry. The numerical technique (e.g., finite ele
ment method etc.) has been helpful in the analysis.

There are three steps in the buckling analysis. The first
step is to analyse the prebuckling (or primary) state. The
next step is to determine the critical marginal state including
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the critical load when the solid structural state starts to
become unstable. The final step is to analyse the postbuckling
behavior of the solid structure, but this postbuckling analysis
is not necessarily required for the practical use even though
it is very interesting phenomenally. The most important
result in the buckling analysis is the critical condition which
can be used for the structural design. Hence, most efforts in
the analysis are concentrated on the second step.

The main purpose of this work is to derive the unique
general consistent method to determine the critical condition
which is independent of the diversified classical nonlinear
theories and can be used for the numerical solution as well as
for the analytical solution. The similar effort was tried by
Triantafyllidis and Kwon (1987). And its practical applica
tion was done by Donoghue, Stevenson, Kwon and Triantafyl
lidis (l989) in the puckering analysis.

In place of the classical approach, in which a two dimen
sional nonlinear theory (derived from the three dimensional
governing equations of the solid) is linearized about the
critical load, the present method starts from the bifurcation
equation of the three dimensional solid (which have been
obtained by linearization about the critical load of the same
three dimensional governing equations for the nonlinear solid
in question) and subsequently takes the limits as the structure
thickness h tends to zero, following an asymptotic technique.

2. GENERAL FEATURES OF BUCKLING
EQUATION

The starting point for the analysis of solid mechanics is
always the following three dimensional equation governing
the equilibrium state of solid, adopting the full Lagrangian
description

with the following boundary conditions

T i = (r iJ + rkiu"k) Ni (for the specified traction) or
O'Ui=O (for the specified displacement) on av (2)

Equivalently, if the deformed current configuration coincides
with the reference one, (in other words, if we take the current
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3. ASYMPTOTIC FEATURES OF
BUCKLING EQUATION

For most rate independent materials encountered in the
applications, the incremental moduli tensor has the following
symmetries

(11)

(10)

LiJk'=Lkli}=L}ikl =LUlk

In this section our attention is focused on the specified case,
i.e., the bifurcation phenomena of the solid structures of bars,
columns, plates and shells with traction free surfaces. These
solid structures commonly have a small geometric character·
istic parameter of a thickness (namely, h). And we will
derive the asymptotic features of the stability equation with
respect to this small parameter. We will always consider the
reference configuration with a uniform thickness h. This
reference configuration will be either the deformed current
configuration or the stress free initial configuration.

The derivation will be developed in a pointwise manner.
The bifurcation equation corresponding to the bifurcation
functional at the critical state (marginal state) where the
minimum eigenvalue B is zero will be

(LUkILluI'k)"=O in V

Attention is next focused on the constitutive equations. Of
interest in all stability analyses for rate independent solids
(hyperelastic, hypoelastic or more generally elastoplastic
solids) is the rate form of their constitutive equation, which
most often is given in the form of the fourth order in·
cremental moduli tensor L Ukl relating the convective rate of
the Kirchhoff stress t U to the strain rate tensor D kl in the
current configuration (or equivalently relating the rate of the
Second Piola Kirchhoff Stress 5U to the rate of the
Lagrange·Green Strain Eki in the reference configuration),
namely

It should be noted at this point that the first equation in the
above equaiton is very important, for it insures the existence
of a bifurcation functional, say F, quadratic in terms of the
bifurcation eigenmode v" which loses its positive definiteness
for the first time, as the load parameter increases away from
zero, at the onset of the first bifurcation instability. Follow·
ing Hill (1956,1958), Hutchinson (974), the bifurcation func·
tional F is given by

F(tl v) = O/Z) r L'jklLlu ·Llu dV' LUkl
1 )t

l
·1,J k,l ,

= LSjq'FrsFpqGriGPk + rUG k' OZ)

where the covariant differentiation is with respect to the
reference metric. At the onset of the first variation of F, of
=0. The above functional form of F is valid for the case of
dead surface and body loads. For the case of configuration
dependent loading, some additional surface terms will be
required for F. The minimum eigenvalue of F, say B, IS

defined as

B(tl) =min[ZF(tl, v)/llvll'J : Ilvll'= lGuLlu,LlujdV (13)

and for a given solid geometry B (,.1) >0 for ,.1 < tle, while B (,.1)

=0 for tl=tl e the lowest critical load for F. The eigenvalue B
and the corresponding eigenfunction v are found from the
variational equation

of=Bo(IILllill'/Z) (4)

So, for B=O, the corresponding stability equation is

of=O (15)

(6)
with T'= ( t U+ t kJU.'k+ rkJu.'k) N j or ou,=O on av

Equivalently, we may have the following incremental form of
principle of virtual work,

r (t uoEu+ ruu.~ouk.J dV= r T'ou,dS (7))v Ja v
More specifically, for the buckling (bifurcation) analysis of
elastic and plastic deformations of solids, we should have the
corresponding bifurcation equation. Now, at any state of
deformation characterized by u, suppose that the bifurcation
is possible, so that for a given load increment ~ (,.1 : load
parameter), there are at least two solutions li a and lib, one of
which is the prebuckling solution (fundamental or principle
solution). Introducing the .following notation convention for
the difference between two possible solutions a and b in any
field quantity,

LI(·)=(·)b_(.)a

i.e., Llli= li b- li a

LI t = t b - t a etc.

the incremental stability (buckling) equation linearized
around the critical state is derived as

(Lltu+U:kLltkJ+rkjLlu:k)';=O in V (8)

with LlT'=(Lltu+U:kLltkJ+rkJLlu:k)Nj or oLlu,=O on av

And the corresponding principle of virtual work is

0= r LlT'Llu,dS= r (LI t uLlEu+ rULlu""Lluk,J dVJa v )v
(9)

0",,=0 or
aou/aSj+r-!"jOm'+r~jojm=oIn V (3)

with t' = oUnj (for specified traction) or ou,=O (for specified
displacement) on av, where ',' means the covariant
derivative. We need another expression corresponding to the
above equation for the numerical analysis (especially, finite
element method). In such a case, we can set up the following
principle of virtual work.

r (8: oE)dV= r T'ouds (4)
)v }a v

In all the cases in the above equations, we define the follow·
ing notation coventions.

8=JF· 1·(J·(F-1)T: Second Piola Kirchhoff Stress
i = J(J : Kirchhoff Stress (rU= SU)
(J=ouG'G j : Current Cauchy Stress (5)
E= O/Z){V'u+ uV' + (V'u) . (uV')) : Lagrangian Strain Tensor
u= ukG k= UkGk : displacement vector
G, = ap/as' : reference covariant vector
T= T'G, : Pseudo traction vector per unit reference area
r:"" : Christoffel Symbols
J : Jacobian
and ou, are admissible variations satisfying the boundary
conditions.

Sometimes, we need a little variation of the above equation
for the special analysis: for example, the analysis of the
large elastic or plastic deformation. In such a case, usually we
have the incremental constitutive equation. Hence, with rates
of change denoted by a dot, i.e., the dot denotes the derivative
with respect to some monotonically increasing time·like
parameter, which is also referred to as an increment of the
quantity in question, then we have the incremental form of
the governing equation as

deformed configuration as a reference one), the above equa·
tion takes
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with

o I 2 3

Llu ',P= aLlti'; aer- Llli mr m,p= U"p+ U',PC:+ u"pc'+ u"pc3+ ...
with definitions

(25)

(23)

o 0 0

au,la~=o or U,=W,(oa)
1 0 00 000 1

au';a~= - (L3J3') -1 (L3JPk Uk,P- L3j3kUnr~3) = B, (oa)

The first order solution is,

and
1 it 0 t 1 0 1 0 0
am = {( crmp,U"p+ crmp,U"p) ,~+ r~rcnmp,U'.p

~1/2

I 0 ()

+r:;'rCrnp
, u"p}d~

and the solution is
3 0 1 0 2 1 1 0

au,la~= - (um") -I [am + L3mPkUk'P+ {L3mp. _ L3m3P (L3r3P)-1
o I 2 1 0 1
UTPk) Uk'P+ {L3mPk - L3m3P (L3r3P) -I (L'rPk_
100 2000
L'r3n (U san ) -IL3SPk) _ (L3m3P (L3r3P) -1L'TPk} Uk,P-
o 02 11 20

L3m3. (Unr~3 + Unr~3+ Unr~,) ]

The third order solution is,

220022001G",jP, = Lajpk - Laj3' (L3m3k) -I L3mp, _ Laj3k (L3m3k) -I L3mp, - Laj3k
0100 1001

(um3') -1L3mp. +Laj3/ (L3m3k) -IL3m3k (L3P3m) -I UPP' +Laj3k
0100002

(um3k) -1um3n (Up3n) -IUPP' +L aj3. (L3m3k) -IL3m3P
o 0 0 0 0

(L3Q3P) -1_ L3Qp'Laj3k (L3m3k) -1 L3m3n
o 1 0 0

(up3n) -IUNQ (ur3 Q ) -IL3rP'

2 0 1 1 0 0
au';a~= - (L3j3') -I [{L3iPk _ U j3m (L3n3m) -IL3nPk}utp

01001010

+LlJP'Uk,p- U·;3k UmL~3- p J3k Um L;;'3J

The second order solution is,

l I 0 0 1 ] 0 0
(;".IP' = LGjPk _ LaJ" (L3m3k) -1 L3mp. _ Laj3' (L3m3k) -IL3mp, +

o 0 1 0 I)

Laj3k (um3k) -1 um3P (un3P) -IL 3nP' (24)

and the solution is

o 0

(G"')P' U"p) ,~=O
o 0 0 0 0

where c;a;P' = LGjP' - Laj3m (L3n3m) -IL3nP'

and the solution is

etc.

And then, the straightforward expansion of the bifurcation
equation will give us the following asymptotic solutions.

The lowest order solution is,

i Jl2 0 1 I 0 I 0 0 1 0 0

{( r<1JPI +C'<1}PI ) o+ra Cmj/3l +rJ r-amPl }d'I':-O
-1/2 lJ U"p U',P ,a ma U"p malJ U"p ,,-

where,

(21)

(20)

o I 2 3

Llu,= u,+ u'c+ u,c'+ u,c3+ ...
n I 2 3

A=A+Ac+ AC:'+ Ac:3+ ...

() 1 2 :3

i.e., LUk'=Luk'+Luk'c:+ +LUk'c'+Luk'c'+···
o I 2 :i

r;k=f}k+ f;kC+ f;kC2 + f}kC 3+ ...

& noting n,=o,"

And also we assume the buckling modes as

Lltaj,a= aLlta;I aoa +r~aLltmj+ rinaLlt am
o I 2 3

= yaj,~+ yaJ,~c:+ yaj,;c:,+ yaJ,~c:3+... (22)

o 0 () 0 0 0

yaj,~= a T aj I aoa + r;;'a T"j + rina yam
1 1 1 0 1 0

yaj,~= yaj,~+ r~a T"j + rina yam
2211112020

yaj,;= yai,~+ r a ma T"; + rinG yam + r;;'G T"i + f';"a yam
3 3 1212212130

yaj,~= yaj,~+r;;'a T'" + r';"a yam + r;;'G T"j + rina yam + rina T'" +
3 0
r';"a yam

o 0 0 0

U',P= au';ao
p
- umrv,

1 1 0 1 1 0

u',P= au';aep- (umr;1+ umr7),)
2 2 0 2 I 1 2 0

u',P= au';aop - (umf;1+ umrm,p+ umfV,)
3 3 O:i I 2 2 I 3 0

U"p=aU,;ae
p
- (Umr;1+ umr7),+ umrv,+ umfV,)

etc.

and

& L'Jk'Llzi".n,=O on av (16)

where the comma ',' means the covariant derivative i.e..
Llzt ',k = aLlu'; ae k- LI umr7!,
Llta,," = aLlta)I ae a+r~aLltmj+ f'maLlt am (17)

Now, we use the coordinate system (fla, s) for the Lagrangian
description, where eo = (e I

, ()') describes the reference mid
geometry which is given for a specific configuration and sis
the thickness coordinate along the normal to the reference
midgeometry of the reference solid configuration.

In order to obtain a proper equation for the asymptotic
analysis, we nondimensionalize the coordinates and normal
ize the thickness coordinate as

()a = e aIL, 1;* = I; - g (Ba), 1;* = 1;* IL (- 11/2 <;; s* <;; 11/2)
& ~~cl;*/E, or s*==c~ (-1/2s:~<;;l/2) (8)

where c=h/L(L: a characteristic length of the reference
configuration) and g (e a

) is a coordinate of the reference
midgeometry.

Using the above parametrization, the bifurcation Eq. (16)
will be

c'{ (L aj~'Llzi "p) 'G -- (La''''Llzt mr;3) ,a + f'm3 (L,mp'LIU"p - um"
Llzinf;':,) }+ c{ (L".i3'aLlzi'; a~) ,a + (al a~) (PiP'Llzt "p- pm
Llzi mf7!J +rin3L3m"aLlti,la~}(ala~) (Ui"aLlu,;a~) +
(ala~) =0
(with fik=T;.L) for -1/2<;;~<;;l/2

& n,{c (L'JP'LI tt "p- LU"Lltt mf;3) + LU3'aLlzt ,IaLlu';a~}=o
at~=±1/2 (9)

Now, under the assumption that there is no drastic change in
the prebuckling state and the buckling mode, a straight
forward regular perturbation technique will be adopted for
the analysis. For the further asymptotic analysis, we should
have a proper prebuckling expansions with respect to the
thickness parameter c.
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4 0 2 1 0 1 3 ,1
au';a~= ~ (L3m3l) -I [am ~ L3m3' (Uq3t ) -I a q+ {UmPk _ U m3 '

o 2 I 0 1 0 1
(u q3t ) -IL3QPk + L3m3' (UQ3t) -IL3Q3P (ur3P) -I (UrPk ~
100 1020
u r3n (U S3n ) -IL3SPk) +Um3' (UQ3,) -IL3Q3P (Ur3P)-1
020 1 100
UTPk _ L3m3' (L3Q3t) -I (L3QPk _ L 3Q3n (up3n) -IL3PPk) _
3000210
L3m3' (L3Q3') -IL3QPk} Uk'P+ {L3mPk _ L3m3' (L3Q3') -I
110 10020
UQPk+ L3m3' (UQ3') -IL3Q3P (L3T3') -IL3TPk _ L3m3'(L3Q3')-1
o 1 I 1 0 0 2
UQPk}Uk'P+ {L3mPk _ L3m3' (L3 Q3') -IL3QPk}Uk,P+
03003122130

umPk Uk,P - um3k (Unf' Jk + unf' Z3 + unf' Z3 + unf' Z3) ]

The bifurcation functional for the case where the hy
drodynamic pressure is applied on the surfaces of the struc
ture will have the additional pressure term, Le., for the
updated Lagrangian description, the bifurcation functional is

FO., Llu ,) = !v {(LUkl + (J£kgjl) Lluj.,Llu l.k}dV

+ ( p(gUgkl_g"gjk)Llul'kLlujn,dS (27)Ja v
where p is the hydrodynamic pressure on the surface av of
the structure and so it is a function of the thickness coordi
nate ~ as well as the midgeometry coordinate rr, Le., p=p
(Ba,~). And the corresponding bifurcation equation and the
boundary condition is

{(LUkl+(J£kgjl)Llul'k}"=O in V
(L'jkl + (J£kgjl) Llu "pn,= -p (gUgkl_ g"gjk) Llu"kn,

on av (28)

For the notational convenience, we define
LUkl == LUkl + (J£kgjl = LklU

NUkl==p(gUgkl_gUgjk) =NklU (29)

Following the same analysis procedure, we will obtain the
straightforward asymptotic solutions for the constant solid
thickness, i.e.,

The lowest order solution is,

o 1 1 I I

(Um3k ) -lam}, a+ f':in3 am ] d~

where,
3300330 00
cajPl = LajPILaj3k (L3m3k) -I L3mPI _ LaJ3k (L3m3k) -I L 3mPl + Laj3k

o 1 0 2 2 0 1
(L3m3k) -IL3m3' (L3q3') -IL3qpl+LaJ3k (L3m3k) -IL3m3n
0000 101

(L3P3n) -IL3PPI ~ L aj3k (L3m3k) -lum3' (U q3') -IUq3P
o I 1 0 1 0 1

(L3r3P) -IL3rPI ~ Laj3k (L3m3k) -I L3m3P (L3r3P) -I L3r3n
0000101

(U S3n ) -I L3SPl +L aj3k (L3m3k) -IL 3m3' (U q3 ') -IL3q3P
o 1 0 0 0 0

(L3r3P) -IL3r3n (L3S3n) -I L3SPl _ Laj3k (L3m3k) -I L3m3'
0200002

(L3q3t) -IUq3P (L3r3P) -lurPl _ Laj3k (L3m3k) -IL3m3'

0100002
(L3q3') -IL3q3n (L3P3n) -IL3PPl + Laj3k (L3m3k) -IL3m3'

a 110200
(L3 q3t) -luqPl +L aj3k (L3m3k) -I L3m3P (Ur3P) -IL3rPI

O. 0 3 0 0 I
+ LaJ3k (L3m3k) -IL3m3, (L3q3') -IL3qPl_ Laj3k

o 2 2 0 1 1
(L3m3k) -IL3mPI_ L aj3k (L3m3k) -I L3mPl +L aj3k

o 1 0 1
(L3m3k) -IUm3P (L3r3P) -IUrPI

and, 1~ 0 2 I 1 2 0 1 0 1
am = {( crmPlUL,p+ crmPlUl,P+ c rmPI U"P) ,~+ f';r (cnmPl U',P

-1/2
1010110 200

+ C mPI U"P) + f' '!ir (CrnPI U"P+ c rnPl U"P) + f' ;rC nmpl U',P
20000 101

+ f' '!iyCrnPlUl,P- (UmPl (L3n3k) -Ian) ,~~ f' '!i3an}d~

and the solution is

o 0 0 0

(caJPl UI,P) ,~= F I3jPl U"P

(26)

(30)

with
o 0 0 0 0
cajPI = L ajpl ~ L aj3k (L3m3k) -I L3mPI
0110000
FUPl = NUPI ~ NU3k (L3r3k) -IL3TPI ==F

j
UP I.=; + F,UPI

o 0

and UI = WI (8 a
)

The first order solution is,

1
112 0 1 1 0 1 0 I 0 0

{(caJPl U',P+ (;ajPI U"P) ,~+ (f' ~a C mjPI + f' ina camPl + f' :in3
-li2

1 0 0 1 0 I 1 0

U 3mPl) ul,p}d'=; - (F/jPI U.'l,P+ F,3jPIBl>p+ F,3jPl UI,P) =0 (31)

with
I I 0 0 I 1 0 0
CUkl =LUkl ~ LU3m (L3n3m) -IL3ht./ ~ LU3m (L3n3m) -IL3nkl +

o 0 1 0 0
LU3m (L3n3m) -IL3n3P(L3Q3P) -IL3Qkl

1 0 0 0 ...1. I 1
UUkl =LU3m (L3n3m) -IF3nkl, CUkl = CUkl + UUkl

and
I 2 I 0 I I 0 1
FUkl =NUkl ~ NU3m (L3n3m) -IL3nkl +NU3m (L3n3m) -IL3n3P

o 0 2 0 0
(L3Q3P) -IL3Qkl_ NU3m (L3n3m) -IL3nkl

I I 0 0 -l I I
~J'jkl= _ NU3m (L3n3m) -IF3nkl, FUkl=FUkl+ jlUkl

And also,
1 0 00 000 1

UI (8a,'=;) = - (L3j31) -I (UjPk Uk,P- Uj3k unf' k3 n).=; + W, (8 a)

(32)

Now, every mode is not unique in the function space, i.e.,
we have the infinite modes, but the practical solution is
unique. And hence, we should have the proper mode orth
ogonality condition for the uniqueness of the solution, as

!v ;j~jdV=O (1:2>1) (33)

in terms of the physical components of the buckling mode.
The physical component is defined as

o I 2 3

vJ==Llujl[U(no sum) =Vj+Vjc+VjC'+VjC3 +... (34)

We may note that the orthogonality condition (33) is not
unique. That is, if the lowest order mode is zero, we cannot
use (33). In such a case, the following condition should be used

( I , 1

Jv vjvjdV=O (i:2>2) with Vj*O (35)

The meaning of the above mode orthogonality condition is
that every mode should be orthogonal to the basic mode (the
lowest nontrivial mode) in the admissible function space for
the uniqueness of the solution.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this work in Part I is to propose a consis·
tent unified method for the analysis of buckling instabilities
in solids of the arbitrary thickness. Instead of the classical
nonlinear buckling theories, in the present approach the full
three dimensional linearized bifurcation equations for the
solid are asymptotically expanded with respect to its thick·
ness.

The natural selection for the small parameter is the refer
ence solid thickness which is assumed to be constant versus
some characteristic length (L) of the reference geometry. In
the limiting process considered, the reference middle geome·
try remains fixed as the initial reference thickness tends to
zero, thus making the limiting process dependent only on one
small parameter.

This unified methodology results in the solution of a
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sequence of two dimensional boundary value problems whose
domain is the reference middle geometry of the solid. The
theoretical advantages in comparison with the classical
approach of the proposed method are essentially three: the
consistency in obtaining the critical loads and modes indepen
dently of the nonlinear solid theory employed, the possiblility
of obtaining higher order terms analytically if necessary for
the thickness dependence of those quantities, and the mathe
matical foundation for the development of general purpose
numerical codes (finite element codes) for the solid buckling
analysis.

In the forthcoming Part n, the application of this general
development to a simple structure will be treated.
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